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*** 

Independent medical scientists who are not dependent on a Big Pharma salary or research
grant, a minority of medical scientists as Big Pharma reportedly is the source of 70% of
medical research grants and provides support to friendly medical schools, have provided
conclusive evidence that the Covid-19 “vaccine” is responsible for many deaths and health
issues. 

The unprecedented phenomenon of vaccinated children dying in their sleep, of athletes and
entertainers dropping dead on the field and stage, along with the same happening to people
in all ages of life is being dismissed by the medical establishment at work covering up for
itself as just a coincidence.  The whore media refuses to report the findings of independent
scientists or investigate the large numbers of deaths and health injuries following the Covid
mass vaccination.

In the face of the evidence that the “vaccine” is dangerous, Medicare continues to urge
vaccination as do pharmacies.  What explains such reckless and irresponsible advice in the
face of the evidence?

What explains the appearance of  the Covid virus,  engineered in labs with NIH grants,
practically simultaneously in every country of the world?

What explains the same Covid protocols everywhere except Brazil, India, and Africa–the
lockdowns, masks, mass vaccinations, and never-ending production of fear?

What explains the urgency of the mass vaccination campaign in the face of the mounting
evidence that the vax was ineffective and dangerous?

Why were Covid “vaccines” and test kits in production prior to the appearance of the virus?

What explains the censorship of medical scientists? Why were alternative explanations and
alternative treatments unwelcome and prohibited?
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What explains the punishments of doctors who saved lives with HCQ and Ivermectin? Why
did doctors lose jobs and licenses for saving lives?

In the face of a virus claimed to be deadly, why were treatments outside the protocol
treatment banned as dangerous. Both HCQ and Ivermectin have safety records stretching
back decades, yet were declared too dangerous to be used in emergency situations to treat
an allegedly deadly virus. But a dangerous untested “vaccine” was not too dangerous to be
used?

Why does the effort continue to censor and suppress the truth and to discredit distinguished
scientists who establish the actual facts?

Why did the entire medical systems of the Western World completely fail, and why do they
continue to fail, providing no explanation for the rise in excess deaths following vaccination
and no help for those injured by the vax?

Why have medical officials and the media lowered an iron curtain between the facts and the
people?

These and other questions point to the fact that the “Covid pandemic” and the response to
it were orchestrated for a purpose of purposes. 

Was it Big Pharma’s profits? 

Was it to advance government’s intrusions on civil liberties? 

Was it population control? 

Was it a mass experiment on the human population with gene-altering mRNA technology?

Was it to advance the World Economic Forum’s “Great Reset”?

Without  an honest  media and  honest  medical  societies,  we will  never  find out.   Congress
can hold hearings, as Senator Ron Johnson has, but they go unreported by the presstitutes.

It appears that accountability has been blocked.  So expect another pandemic.  Bill Gates,
who is suspected of having a heavy hand in devising the “Covid pandemic,” has already
promised us another.  How can anyone know of a pandemic in advance?

Below are some recent findings that go unreported by the whore media and are denied by
the Big Pharma-dependent medical establishment:

After  Much  Death  and  Suffering  the  Truth  about  the  Covid-19  “vaccine”  is
Creeping Out

Even Big Pharma marketing agent FDA admits “vaccinated children aged 12 to 17 face
a heightened risk of myocarditis, a form of heart inflammation, and a related condition
called pericarditis.” See this.

The Medical Journal The Lancet Retracted the Fake Study that Prevented Use of a
Known Cure for Covid-19, see this.
Israel Concludes that Covid Was a Hoax Hyped by a Fear Campaign

https://www.theepochtimes.com/fda-detects-serious-safety-signal-for-covid-19-vaccination-among-kids_5288229.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src=Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2023-05-26&src_cmp=mb-2023-05-26&utm_medium=email&est=bf1Wahaks6%2FI%2FwmkZOZCwn5X%2B%2F1vGHTFwtZaUHO%2BAhdJtZqM%2BqrrFg%3D%3D
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Data proves No healthy young adults died of Covid-19 in Israel 

Israeli Ministry of Health continues trying to cover up for Big Pharma

Covid only endangered untreated elderly. See this.

Peter Koenig, a former World Bank and World Health Organization official warns
us of what is to come.

This is not “conspiracy theory.” See this.

Excess Deaths Are Exploding, Experts Remain Stumped, see this.
Died  Suddenly:  COVID-19  Vaccinated  Pregnant  Women  Continue  to  Die
Unexpectedly From Perinatal  Complications.  Stillbirths,  Blood Clots,  Bleeding,
Infections and More, see this.
Parent  survey  results:  vaccines  increase  the  risk  of  autism,  autoimmune
disorders, etc., see this.

Americans do not understand that the medical profession is dominated by Big Pharma and
operates  for  the  benefit  of  Big  Pharma’s  profits.  According  to  reports,  70%  of  medical
research grants come from Big Pharma which gives pharmaceutical corporations enormous
power over the content of medical journals.  

Big Pharma has succeeded in getting legislation that is driving doctors out of independent
private practice and forcing them to become employees of corporate medicine where they
have to follow protocols essentially handed down by Big Pharma.  The unavoidable fact is
that  the  US  medical  system  is  run  for  the  benefit  of  Big  Pharma’s  profits.   Regulatory
authorities such as FDA, CDC, and NIH are marketing agents for Big Pharma.  The media is
dependent on pharmaceutical advertising revenues.  Consequently, Americans are kept in
the dark about what has, and is, being done to them.

*
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Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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